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GUANGDONG SUNIDEA CO.,LIMITED

ceiling fan and light pull



GUANGDONG SUNIDEA CO., LIMITED 

  

INTRODUCTION OF HANDING COMPANY LIMITED 

115,NO.11 HUICHENG QIAOLE ROAD.XINHUI DISTRICT JIANGMEN CITY GUANGDONG,CHINA. 

 
TEL: (0086 )750 6130021  FAX:(0086)750 6130023 

 
E-mail: rocklang@gmail.com   /  sunidea.rock@gmail.com

 

We are selling ceiling fans to  

1. Westinghouse in USA and Europe 

2. Leroy Merlin in France 

3. Fantasia in England 

4. Bunning in Australia 

and other well-known importers  

Since 2006, the THE GUANGDONG SUNIDEA COMPANY.,LTD has become a large import and export company,

which selling all kind of home appliances and its associated parts in Guangdong. 

Our main markets are the US, Canada, the UK ,Mexico and other European markets. we have good

reputation for our high quality with reasonable price & best service from all the clients for 

many years. 

In our principle of "quality, integrity and pragmatic and innovative" , pay attention to product 

quality and technology innovation and industry experienced professional and technical personnel, a 

comprehensive quality management system. quality products are very popular among overseas users 

praise and trust of the medium and high-grade products from the development of modern science and 

the Middle East, Europe, South America, Africa, the United States and other countries and regions. 

We were willing to keep the long-term business relationship with you sincerely.good development 

between you and us!

  

CONTACT PERSON: MR. ROCKALNG 

FAX NO: 86 -750-6  1  30021   

TEL NO: 86 -750-6  1  30023 

E-MAIL: rockl ang@gmail..com  /  su  nidea.rock@gmail .com 
 
 

 
Our factory employs over 300 workers and staff in Jiangmen.Its ceiling fan  production capacity is 
over 100,000 units per month.  
 
Advanced facilities  
 
1. Automatic plating lines 
2. Computer monitored testing line  
3. Diez automatic painting line  
4. Taiwan-made Hi-speed automatic stamped motors.  
5. Taiwan-style automatic die-casting machine 
6. Taiwan-style automatic winding machine  
 
 
We were awarded by ISO9002 approval in Dec 1996  
 
Should you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact me! 

 
Thank you and regards,  
Rocklang  
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